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Abstract— Perfectly suited for natural or man-made emergency
and disaster management situations such as flood, earthquakes,
tornadoes, or tsunami, multi-target search path planning for a team of
rescue agents is known to be computationally hard, and most
techniques developed so far come short to successfully estimate
optimality gap. A novel mixed-integer linear programming (MIP)
formulation is proposed to optimally solve the multi-target multiagent discrete search and rescue (SAR) path planning problem.
Aimed at maximizing cumulative probability of successful target
detection, it captures anticipated feedback information associated
with possible observation outcomes resulting from projected path
execution, while modeling agent discrete actions over all possible
moving directions. Problem modeling further takes advantage of
network representation to encompass decision variables, expedite
compact constraint specification, and lead to substantial problemsolving speed-up. The proposed MIP approach uses CPLEX
optimization machinery, efficiently computing near-optimal solutions
for practical size problems, while giving a robust upper bound
obtained from Lagrangean integrality constraint relaxation. Should
eventually a target be positively detected during plan execution, a
new problem instance would simply be reformulated from the current
state, and then solved over the next decision cycle. A computational
experiment shows the feasibility and the value of the proposed
approach.

Keywords— search path planning, search and rescue, multiagent, mixed-integer linear programming, optimization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

EARCH and rescue path planning is an increasingly
important problem for a variety of civilian and military
domains such as homeland security and emergency
management. The basic discrete SAR or optimal searcher path
problem involving a stationary target is known to be NP-Hard
[1]. SAR may be generally characterized through multiple
dimensions and attributes including: one-sided search in which
targets are non-responsive toward searcher’s actions, twosided, describing target behavior diversity (cooperative, noncooperative or anti-cooperative), stationary Vs. moving target
search, discrete Vs. continuous time and space search (efforts
indivisibility/divisibility), observation model, static/dynamic
as well as open and closed -loop decision models, pursued
objectives, target and searcher multiplicity and diversity. Early
work on related search problems emerges from search theory
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[2], [3]. Search-theoretic approaches mostly relate to the effort
(time spent per visit) allocation decision problem rather than
path construction. Based upon a mathematical framework,
efforts have increasingly been devoted to algorithmic
contributions to handle more complex dynamic problem
settings and variants [4], [5]-[7]. In counterpart, many
contributions on search path planning may be found in the
robotics literature in the area of robot motion planning [8] and
namely, terrain acquisition [9], [10] and coverage path
planning [11],[12], [13]. Robot motion planning explored
search path planning, primarily providing constrained shortest
path type solutions for coverage problem instances [14], [15].
These studies typically examine uncertain search environment
problems with limited prior domain knowledge, involving
unknown sparsely distributed static targets and obstacles.
Recent taxonomies and comprehensive surveys on target
search problems from search theory and artificial
intelligence/distributed robotic control perspectives may be
found in [16], [5], [17]-[19] respectively.
Exact problem-solving methods for sequential decision
search problem formulations show computational complexity
to scale exponentially. For instance, dynamic programming
[5], [19], [7], [20] or tree –based search techniques [21], [22]
may satisfactorily work under specific constraints and
conditions but ultimately face the curse of dimensionality,
showing poor scalability even for moderate size problem. This
paved the way to the development of efficient heuristic and
approximate methods. Some early approaches simply reduce
computational complexity by relaxing some hard constraints
to keep the problem manageable. Methods inspired from
search theory propose procedures mainly based on branch and
bound [20], [7]or path finding A* types of techniques and
variants. Despite the development of many heuristics and
approximate problem-solving techniques for the SAR problem
[5], [19], published procedures still deliver approximate
solution and mostly fail to provably estimate real performance
optimality gap for practical size problems, questioning their
real expected relative efficiency.
In this paper, we propose a new exact mixed-integer linear
programming formulation to optimally solve the multi-agent
discrete search path planning problem aimed at detecting
multiple stationary objects. In the proposed open-loop with
anticipated feedback problem model, ‘open-loop with
anticipated feedback’ refers to offline planning, while
capturing information resulting from predicted agent
observations (projected cell visit action outcome) as opposed
to real feedback. Anticipated feedback augments pure openloop formulations which simply ignore information feedback,
while significantly improving solution quality, and mitigating
computational complexity limitations traditionally associated
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characteeristics of the open-loop seaarch path plannning problem
with annticipated feedbback. Then thee main solutionn concept for
the prooblem is preseented in Sectioon III. It desccribes a new
mixed-iinteger linear programming network flow formulation
combinned with networrk representatiion to efficientlly compute a
near-opptimal solutionn. The proposed CPLEX-bassed problemsolving technique annd some impleementation issuues are then
briefly presented inn Section IV. Section V reports and
discussees computatioonal results deepicting the vvalue of the
proposeed method. Finnally, a conclussion is given inn Section VI.
II. PROBLEM DEFFINITION
A. Geeneral Descripption
The ddiscrete centraalized search and rescue paath planning
problem
m involves a teeam of n hom
mogeneous stannd-off sensor
agents ssearching m sttationary and iindependent heeterogeneous
targets in a bounded environment oover a given tiime horizon.
From a search and rescue missiion perspectivve, the goal
consistss in maximizinng a weightedd cumulative probability of
success in detecting multiple heterrogeneous targgets within a
given rregion. Weightts capture preedetermined reelative target
values. Represented through a grid, the search region
N, describing
characteerizes an areaa defined as a set of cells N
possiblee target locatioons. Presumably occupying a single cell,
the preccise location oof a given targeet is assumed unknown. A
prior tar
arget location pprobability dennsity distributioon for which
cell occcupancy probaabilities sum uup to one cann be derived
from doomain knowleedge. It reflectts possible inddividual cell
occupanncy, defining a grid cognitivve map or unceertainty grid.
A cell m
may be occupieed by multiplee targets. Shoulld a target be
located outside the search areaas of interestt, a special
inaccesssible, and inviisible virtual ceell would simpply be added
to the bbasic problem description deepicted. A targget cognitive
map coonstitutes a kknowledge basse describing a particular
world sstate, includinng variables ssuch as targett occupancy
belief ddistribution, tim
me, agent posiitions and orieentations. An
examplee of a cognitivve map for a ggiven target is illustrated in
Fig. 1 aat a specific poiint in time.

Fig. 1 Uncertainty grrid /cognitive maap at time step t for a given
target. The 4-agent teaam beliefs are diisplayed throughh multi-level
shadedd cell areas. Projeected agent planns are representedd as possible
paths.
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T
The duration of
o a cell visitt or service time
t
is assum
med
connstant, specify
ying the period
d of each episo
ode. Vehicles are
a
asssumed to visit different cell locations
l
at thee same time, and
a
flyy at slightly diifferent altitudees to avoid co
olliding with one
o
othher. A search path
p solution co
onsists in consttructing an ageent
patth plan selectting base-levell control actio
on to maximiize
tarrget detection.
B
B. Agent Path Planning
P
E
Episodic agentt search path planning decision is based on
ageent’s positio
on (cell loccation), speccific orientation
{N
N,S,E,W,NE,SE,,SW,NW} and
d speed deterrmining possiible
leggal moves to adjacent cell locations.
l
For example, the 3moove agent inveestigated in [2
23] is limited to three possiible
mooving direction
ns with respectt to its current heading, nameely,
ahead, right or leeft as depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Agent’s region of interrest displayed as forward move
pprojection span (possible
(
paths), for a 3-move ag
gent over a 3–steep
time horizon.

a
movemen
nt or manoeuv
vring capability
y is
In this work, agent
genneralized to alll degrees of frreedom, permiitting free motion
aloong any possib
ble directions to explore its neighborhood.
n
An
ageent can therefo
ore legally mov
ve toward its neighbouring
n
ceells
offfering eight altternate possiblle directions at
a each time sttep.
Thhis additional capability exp
pands an ageent path solution
spaace by a facto
or (8/3)T over a 3-move plan
nning agent fo
or a
givven time horizzon T, significcantly increasin
ng computatio
onal
com
mplexity.
T
The primary goal
g
consists in
i planning base-level
b
conttrol
acttion moves to
o maximize probability
p
off success (tarrget
dettection) over th
he entire grid.
C. Cumulative Probability
P
of Success
S
In the proposeed open-loop SAR
S
model, th
he probability
y to
f
n agent path
p
succcessfully deteect multiple targets resulting from
sollution executio
ons on the grid is defined as th
he sum over ceells
of the product of
o the probabillity of detectio
on reflected from
o
beelief dictated by
celll visits and target cell occupancy
coggnitive maps (grids)
(
[5], [25
5], [26]. A weighted cumulattive
proobability of success (CPO
OS) for team
m path solutio
ons
(seequence of celll visits) over a time horizo
on T can then be
exppressed as follo
ows:

CP
POS

¦ ¦ ¦W wW pos

cN

t

ctW

¦ ¦ ¦W wW p

cN

t

ccW

pctW (1)
(

whhere posctW reepresents the probability of successfu
ully
dettecting targetW
W while visiting cell c over period t givenn it
hass not been dettected during earlier
e
visits. wW reflects a usserdeffined weight capturing relativ
ve target valuee. pctW refers to the
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probabiility/belief of cell occupancyy by target W during time
intervall t which iincorporates ““anticipated” information
feedbacck that would rresult from past visits. As foor pccW, it is a
conditioonal probabilitty on a specifiic agent visit tto ‘correctly’
detect ttargetW in celll c given thattW is present in c. Target
heteroggeneity impliees conditionall probability of correct
An agent sensoor is assumed to be falsedetectioon diversity. A
alarm ffree, meaning that a visit too a vacant ceell induces a
negativee observation by the sensingg agent. Conveersely, based
on this assumption, a positive obbservation connfirms that a
target i s found. In thhe current settiing, sensor rannge defining
visibilitty or footprint (coverage of observable cells given the
current sensor positionn) is limited too the cell being searched.
IIII. MIXED-INTTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL
FORMULATION
A. Neetwork Represeentation
A nettwork represenntation is used to simplify m
modeling and
constraiint specificatiion as well aas problem-soolving, as it
eliminat
ates the need too explicitly cappture all constrraints. These
include maximum paath length or deadline, adm
missible/legal
move, and disconneected subtourss elimination which may
signific antly impact ruun-time when hhandled expliccitly.
Let Gk =(Vk, Ak) be thhe grid networrk, a directed aacyclic graph
associatted with agentt k  K ={1,...,n}, where Vk  Vkt is
tT

the set of vertices asssociated to ageent states (i.e. position and
orientattion state varriables during a given epiisode t 
T={0,1,,2,..,|T|-1}), annd Ak the set of arcs (i,j) wheere i,j  Vk,
reflectinng reflecting possible agennt state transitiion between
consecuutive episodes over the gridd, correspondinng to a legal
move m selected from
m the action sett A={left, aheaad, right}. Nkt
= N is tthe set of possiible cell locatioons {1,...,|N|} oover the grid
during eepisode t wherreas Okt = O refers to the seet of possible
agent oorientations/heaadings {E,NE,N,NW,W,SW,SS,SE} during
episodee t. As a resuult, Vk  Vkkt =  ( N kt u O kt ). The
tT

t T

nodes o and d are addditional fictitiious origin andd destination
locationn vertices definning legal path ends in graph.. An excerpt
from thhe abstracted reepresentation ffor the agent nnetwork over
two connsecutive episoodes is given inn Fig. 3. An innteger binary
flow deecision variablle xijk is associiated to each aarc (i,j)  Ak.
Agent k path solutionn include arcs ((i,j)  Ak for w
which xijk = 1.
Given aan initial agentt state i0(k), patth may be defiined over the
grid neetwork travelling along aarcs connectinng o to d
instantiaating flow deecision variables to build feeasible paths
and theen, consequenntly, assigningg visit decisioon variables
involveed in the obbjective functtion. Agent state vertex
med at eliminaating disjoint
duplicattion over |T| eepisodes is aim
solutionn subtours otheerwise difficullt to handle exxplicitly, and
providees a directed accyclic graph too represent a leegal solution
throughh binary integger flow decission variables including a
multi-cyycle path (posssible occurrennce of many vvisits on the
same ccell). Duplicaation implicittly satisfies path length
constraiint as well. T
The significannt gain obtainned through
3

dupplication cleaarly exceeds the
t
cost incu
urred by sligh
htly
deggraded model readability due
d to the utilization of more
com
mplex notations. The agentt network inccludes |O| |N| |T|
nodes and |O| |N| |T| |A| arcs. Itt is assumed th
hat a cell c can
n be
vissited at most Vc times.

intervall t which iincorporates ““anticipated” information
feedbacck that would rresult from pastt visits.
It shhould be notted that eveen if probabiility update
normaliization does noot change relattive probabilityy over cells c
for a givven path, it noonetheless introoduces nonlinearity making
problem
m-solving mucch harder. How
wever, it is aassumed that
normaliization alone does not gennerally inducee substantial
differennces to significcantly impact tthe quality of tthe final path
solutionn for this probblem. Therefoore, similarly tto [5], [25][28], w
we do deliberaately ignore nnormalization in updating
occupanncy beliefs, proposing a neear-optimal soolution to an
approxiimate problem model.
The vvariables and pparameters deefining the deccision model
are giveen as follows:
K :
set of homoggeneous agents {1,2,…,n}
N:
T:
7:
wW:

set of cells deefining the gridd search area {{1,2,..,|N|}
set of timee intervals deefining the tiime horizon
{0,1,...,|T|-1}}
set of targets {1,2,…,m}
relative valuee given to targeet W ( ¦ wW 1 )
W 7

Vc:
pccW:

F
Fig. 3. Agent griid network (directed acyclic grap
ph) excerpt, over
consecutive epissodes t and t+1 for
f a 3x3 -cell grrid. Nodes depict
aggent state (positio
on, orientation, episode)
e
whereass arcs capture no
ode
traansition between episodes defined by possible leg
gal moves. Squaares
reffer to grid cells enclosing
e
8 possible agent orienttations. A |T|-mo
ove
paath may be consttructed by movin
ng along arcs fro
om stage 0 to staage
|T|-1.

B
B. Mathematiccal Modeling
A mathematicaal mixed-integ
ger linear prog
gramming (M
MIP)
forrmulation is prroposed for thee discrete statio
onary multi-tarrget
seaarch and rescuee (SAR) path planning
p
probleem. It extends the
sinngle agent mod
del [23] to a multi-agent
m
mu
ulti-target setting
whhile incorporatiing any possiblle agent action moves.
T
The open-loop decision mod
del captures ex
xplicitly ahead
d of
tim
me anticipated information
i
feeedback resultin
ng from projeccted
acttion execution
n to update tarrget cell occup
pancy probabillity
(beelief). Occupan
ncy belief are assumed to be
b independentt of
passt search visitts as reported for the optim
mal searcher path
p
prooblem [5], [25]-[28]. Accord
dingly, based on
o the completion
of a projected vissit in cell c durring time interv
val t, the posterrior
proobability of cell containmentt for a given taargetW pc’ t+1W for
anyy cell c’ is relaated to its prior belief pc’ tW by:

p c ' t 1W

1  p ccW G cc ' p c ' t W

(2
2)

whhere įcc’ = 1 if c’=c and 0 otherwise. pc’tW refers to the
proobability/belieff of cell c’ occcupancy by tarrget W during tiime
DRDC-RDDC-2014-P6

maximum nuumber of visits on cell c
conditional pprobability of ‘correct’ target W detection
on a visit in ccell c given thaat the target is llocated in c.
:
E cW
1/(1- pccW)
pctW:
belief of celll c occupancyy by target W during time
interval t. {ppc0} refers to thhe initial belieff distribution
of target occuupancy over thhe grid.
posctW: probability oof success (findding the targett W) resulting
from the obbservation of ccell c at the end of time
interval t
CPOS: objective fuunction definiing weighted cumulative
probability of success.
binary decisiion variable coorresponding too cumulative
vclt:
number of viisits l on cell c at the end of ttime interval
t – vclt =1 (othherwise 0)
binary decisiion variable reeflecting agentt position in
yct:
episode t. It iindicates that ccell c is visitedd during time
interval t - y c t =1 (otherwisse 0)
xijk:

state transitioon binary variaable. xijk = 1 refflects agent k
network statte transition frrom state i too j between
consecutive eepisodes. Agennt k path soluttion includes
arcs (i,j)  Ak for which xijk = 1

MIP decision m
model may be fformulated as ffollows:
The M

max CPO
OS

max

{ pos ctW }

¦
¦¦¦ wW

cN tT W 7

poos ctW

(3)

Subje ct to the linearr convex constrraint set:
Cell vissits:

¦ vcclt

0 d l dV c

¦ lvcclt

0dl dVc

1

c  N , t  T

¦ yct '

0dt 'd t

c  N , t  T

(4)
(5)

4

Beelief update:

p c 0W

¦

p c t 1 W

E clW

0 d l dV c

v clt  c  N ,  t  T , W  7

(6
6)

Proobability of succcess:

poosc t W  pccW pc t W d1  yc t c  N , t T ,W 7
c  N , t  T ,W  7

poosc t W d yc t

(7
7)
(8
8)

y:
Iniitial probability

pc 0W

0) c  N ,W  7

pcW (t

Neetwork coupling:

¦ ¦

yc t

¦x

k K it ( c ) Vk j t  1  Vk

it ( c ) jt  1 k

(9
9)

c  N ,t  T ,
(1
10)

( it ( c ), j t 1 )  A k
Iniitial agent posittion:

k K, i 0 (k)  Vk

xo i0 (k ) k 1

¦K G

yc 0

k

c  N , k
 K

c y0 ( k )

(1
11)
(1
12)

Iniitial/final path condition:

¦x

1

k K

(1
13)

¦x

1

k K

(1
14)

iVk

iVk

oik

idk

on:
Floow conservatio

¦

iVk {o}

xijk 

¦x

jik
iVk {d}

0 k K, j  Vk , (i, j)  Ak

(1
15)

Maaximum path leength:

¦ ¦x

ijk
iVk jVk /{i}

T

k K, (i, j)  Ak

(1
16)

Deecision variablees

poosctW , pctW  [0,1] c  N , t  T ,W  7

yct , vclt  {0,1}

xijkk {0,1}

c  N , t  T , l  {0,Vc }

k K, (i, j)  Ak

(1
17)

T
The objective function sho
own in equattion (3) defin
nes
weeighted cumulaative probabilitty of success over an agent path
p
sollution and tim
me horizon |T|. Constraintts are govern
ned
thrrough equatio
ons (4)-(17). For a given
n path solution,
connstraints (4) reepresent the cu
umulative num
mber of visits paid
p
on site c by the end
e of time in
nterval t. Consttraints (5) simp
ply
o c so far. It should
s
be noticced
linnk that number to past visits on
thaat simultaneou
us visits by mu
ultiple agents on
o a specific cell
c
over a given time
t
interval is implicitly
y prevented and
a
reiinforced by thee fact that yc t d 1 , limiting to
o at most one, the
num
mber of visits a cell can receeive during an episode. For cell
c
covverage purposees, we assume a maximum nu
umber of visitss Vc
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to be peerformed on siite c. The bounnd Vc can be ppre-computed
or sele cted arbitrarilly large. Targget occupancyy probability
update iis governed byy constraint sett (6). It is the eexplicit form
of equaation (2) relatinng belief and nnumber of condducted visits.
Constraaint sets (7) annd (8) determ
mine probabilityy of success
contribuutions. Both inequations mutually refllect a visit
requirem
ment to a cell to ensure a feeasible observation and an
admissiible success ccontribution alligned with thhe objective
functionn. Initial probaability distribuutions are speccified in (9).
Constraaint sets (10)-((16) reflect moodel and netwoork coupling
as well as flow consttraints imposedd on/by the aggent network.
Constraaints (10) linkk cell visits too the agent paath network,
connectting outgoing aarcs from netw
work nodes (staates) on stage
t to the cell c being viisited during eppisode t. Accoordingly, arcs
(it(c),jt+ 1) relate to aany agent statte transition starting from
positionn c at stage t. Agent k initiaal state i0(k) and position
y0(k) ass well as its rellated network connection aree captured in
constraiints (11)-(12). Constraints (13)-(14) guaarantee path
solutionn departure annd final arrivval points to be uniquely
definedd. Flow conservvation governeed by constrainnts (15) aims
at balaancing the nuumber of incooming and ouutgoing arcs
respectiively for a giveen node. Consttraints (16) guaarantee a |T|move ppath solutionn for an ageent, but turn out to be
unnecesssary as solutioon constraints are implicitlyy satisfied by
agent nnetwork constrruction. Binaryy and continuuous domain
variablees are then defi
fined in (17).
Shoulld eventually a targetbe ppositively deteected (found
target) dduring plan exxecution, a new
w problem insstance would
simply bbe reformulateed from the currrent state. It w
would consist
in takinng away the deetected target in the revisitedd model and
then coontinue on solvving the new problem instannce over the
next deccision cycle.
C. Sinngle Team Netw
work Simplificcation
Givenn agent homoggeneity, a singlle ‘team’ (n aggent) T-stage
networkk G=(V,A) reepresenting possible team paths may
alternattively be used, requiring minnor network addjustments to
concurrrently incorporrate agent actiion multiplicitty subject to
non-sim
multaneous visiits on a same cell. The resorrt to a single
team nnetwork rather than multiple network-ageent mapping
providees additional sspeed-up, num
mber of decission variable
reductioon and signifiicant computerr savings (by a factor n).
The ressulting team ddirected acyclic graph G=(V
V,A) captures
agent m
multiplicity ssubstituting xijijk integer floow decision
variablees for xij, slighttly modifying ssome key flow
w constraints:
Vc

¦ xij  ¦lvcl 0 c  N,(i, j(c))A
iV

l 0

¦ KG

xoi

k

¦
¦

iV

iV {o}

x oi

xijj 

i i0 (k )

i  V

n , ¦iV xidd

¦x

iV {d}

ji

n

0 j  V, (i, j) A

xij {0,1} (i, j )  A
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G ij

1 if i j
®
¯0 otherwise

T
The expected computationall gain comes at the low cost
c
exppense of reco
onstructing ind
dividual agentt paths from the
com
mputed agent--free decision variables of th
he team netwo
ork
sollution. The ageent path reconsstruction proceedure is describ
bed
nexxt.

advantaage of the fast computation oof reasonable ttime horizon
subprobblems over a limited number of episodes to quickly
computte a near optim
mal solution to tthe original prooblem.

Agent Path
P
Reconstrucction

1)

A particular agent
a
path is reconstructed using the teeam
nettwork and its in
nstantiated inteeger flow decission variables xuv.
A legal T-move agent k path is
i simply geneerated by moving
i departure sttate
aloong the computed team solutiion arcs from its
node i0(k) (comb
bining initial cell
c and orienttation) in stagee 1
h, up to stage T,
addding the relateed cell to the evolving path
beffore finally converging to th
he destination node d. Decision
varriables are pro
ogressively deccremented as the
t path expan
nds.
Thhe agent path reeconstruction algorithm
a
is strraightforward and
a
fasst (O(nT)), as summarized below:
F
For k 1 ..n do   cycle
c
over ag
gents

i 0 ( k ); path k

u

I; t

1

While ( t d T )
that x uv ! 0
select sttate transition
n ( u , v )  A such
s
path k . cell
c (t )
t
x uv

t 1
x uvv  1, u

end While
eend For

cell u
v

Fig. 4. A large time horiizon T is definedd over T/įT receeding horizons
of periood ǻT. Moves coomputed in subpperiods įT form tthe final path
solutiion to the originaal problem.

E. Diiscussion
The pproposed form
mulation confeers many advaantages over
alternatte modeling prrocedures, as tthe linear moddel allows to
efficienntly compute a bound on thhe optimal soluution quality
throughh Lagrangean pprogramming rrelaxation. Thiis provides a
comparrative measuree to carry out performance gap analysis
over allternate solutioons, as well aas the ability to trade-off
solutionn quality and rrun-time for heuristic methoods operating
under ttight temporall constraints. Problem-solviing may be
naturallly achieved usiing well-knownn efficient techhniques.
IV. MIP ALGORITHM - C
CPLEX SOLVEER

  T  mo
ove path consstructi on
  agent k path solutionn

T
The path solutiion pathk in thee above proced
dure is compossed
of a sequence off T cell visits. The path elem
ment pathk .celll(t)
t
reffers to the speccific cell (cellu) visited by ageent k in period t.
D
D. Dynamic Pllanning and Tim
me Horizon
D
Dynamic probllem solution can
c be computed constructiv
vely
over receding horizons by
y repeatedly exploiting real
r
dback as it becomes
b
available and a new
n
infformation feed
opttimization to progressively
p
improve
i
solutio
on quality. Asside
thee explicit inclu
usion of real in
nformation feed
dback, large tiime
horrizon problem
ms are similarly
y solved throu
ugh repeated fast
f
subbproblem optim
mizations overr receding horrizons as pictured
in Fig. 4. Timee horizon is divided
d
in tim
me intervals and
a
y solved ov
ver
corrresponding subproblems sequentially
resspective episod
des of period ǻT.
ǻ According
gly, a subprobllem
sollution periodiccally expands the overall cu
urrent partial path
p
sollution progressively incorpo
orating a smalll fraction of its
sollution moves (subperiod
(
įT)), while updatting the objecttive
funnction with new
w path contribu
utions. Limited
d move insertio
ons
deffine overlappin
ng episodes, mitigating
m
the effects
e
of myo
opic
patth planning. A new subproblem is then peeriodically solv
ved
subbject to the reevisited objecttive function updated
u
from the
preevious episodee accounting for the partiaal solution being
proogressively bu
uilt. The proceess is then reiiterated until the
tim
me horizon has been covered.. The strategy consists in tak
king
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The IB
BM ILOG CP LEX parallel O
Optimizer verssion 12.2.0.0
[24] w
was used, esssentially exploiting variouss optimized
problem
m-solving techn
hniques for largge size probleems. CPLEX
solves tthe (exact) mixxed integer proogramming (M
MIP) problem
model implicitly com
mputing an uupper bound on solution
quality through integgrality constraaint relaxationn referred as
ming relaxationn (LP).
Lagranggean programm
Addittional
speedd-up
can
for
be
contempplated
mentation effi
ficiency purpposes. Accorrdingly, as
implem
probabiility update ffor a given cell is assum
med strictly
dependeent upon the number of llocal visits, thhe proposed
problem
m model mayy be solved resorting to an alternate
equivaleent implemenntation inspireed from [29]], exploiting
objectivve contributionns pre-calculatiion in maximizing a linear
functionn over binary iinteger variablees vcl (number of visits l on
cell c):

max
{ v cl }

¦¦c

c N

l

cl

v cll ,

c cl

¦W wW p

c 0W

1  1  p cc W

l

As a ressult, the implem
mentation apprroach significaantly reduces
search sspace complexxity reporting suubstantial gainn in run-time.
V. COM
MPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT
A com
mputational exxperiment has been conducteed to test the
approacch for a varietyy of scenarios. The value of tthe proposed
MIP appproach is asseessed in terms of optimality ggap and runComputed soluutions are repported against the relative
time. C
6

cum
mulative probaability of succeess optimality gap shown at the
endd of horizon |T
T|:

Opt
O gap

CP
POS* CPOSa
CPOS*

(1
18)

umulative prob
bability of succcess
whhere CPOS* is the optimal cu
deffined in (1) or a tight upper bound
b
(LP solu
ution), and CPO
OSa
thee performance of our appro
oach for a given scenario. The
T
clooser (smaller) the
t optimality gap
g the better the
t performancce.
A
A. Simulations
C
Computer simu
ulations were conducted und
der the following
connditions:
x Number of targets m, ranging
r
over {1,2,3,4,5} and
a
ons;
respective priior target cell occupancy belief distributio
identical valu
ue/weight: wW = 1/m
x Grid size N = 15x15, 10x10
0
x Homogeneou
us sensor agentts:
Team card
dinality: n ran
nging over {1,2
2,3,4}
Actions: 8 moves
Vc=5 for all
a cells c
Sensor paarameters: pc running into [0.7,0.95] for all
cells
x Hardware Plaatform:
Intel (R) Xeon
X
(R) CPU X5670
Shared-memory multi-p
processing: 8 processors, 2.93
GHz
mory: 16 Go, 64 bits binary
Random Access Mem
p
representaation (double precision)
It should be no
oted that as tarrget cell occup
pancy probabillity
m up to one, performance analysis for largee grid turns outt to
sum
be less attractivee. Accordingly, the larger thee grid in generral,
bitrarily negliigible) the related target cell
c
thee smaller (arb
occcupancy belieff, inevitably conducting
c
eith
her to significcant
vissit payoffs for a limited num
mber of promin
nently noticeaable
cellls sparsely disstributed over a large area, or
o alternatively
y in
neaar similar cell visit reward
ds, for which any sub-optim
mal
alggorithms would
d likely demon
nstrate highly competitive
c
(n
near
sim
milar) performaance behavior. In both cases, this would ressult
in a large and costly fraction
n of the total effort and tiime
on of long and
a
deddicated to the planning and constructio
unimportant subp
path segments,, leading ultim
mately to margiinal
or insignificant gains. Conseequently, grid instances larger
d be further downsized and
a
thaan 10x10 – 15x15 should
agggregated to em
mbrace minim
mal belief cov
verage, to ensu
ure
subbstantial analysis and solutio
on performancee evaluation. This
T
is w
why this study
y limited its inv
vestigation to the
t exploration
n of
griid instances wiith a 15x15 maximum in size.
B
B. Results
A sample of ran
ndom simulation results is reeported in Tablle I
forr a few 15x1
15 grid 8-mov
ve multi-agen
nt scenarios over
horrizon T. Each
h entry corressponds to a separate
s
probllem
insstance. Target multiplicity, agent
a
team cardinality and tiime
horrizon are speciified in second
d and third colu
umn respectiveely.
A sample of performance reesults in term
ms of cumulattive
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probabiility of success (CPOS) andd optimality gaap using the
optimall CPLEX MIP
P solver is repoorted in the foourth column
for pathh solutions subbject to converrge within a 2%
% optimality
gap threeshold. Run-tiime expressed in seconds iss depicted in
the last column. Data sets are organnized in 5 blockks. Blocks 14 includde instances 1-11 corresponnding to 4-target and 2-8 –
agent sccenarios groupped by team caardinality, wheereas block 5
refers too 12-target andd 4-6 -agent ddata sets definiing instances
12-14.
TABLE II. PERFORMANCE OF CPLEX SOLV
VER (MIP) FOR A SAMPLE OF
MULTI-TA
ARGET, 8-MOVE 2
2-8 –AGENT DATA SET (15X15 GRID)

Instancce

m
Targets
n Agentts
m n

Time
Horizon
|T|

CPLEX
S
Solver - MIP
C
CPOS
Opt
ggap
%

CPLEX
Solver
R
Run-time (s)

1

m4n2T
T20

4

2

20

0.5499

1.95

55

2

m4n2T
T22

4

2

22

0.5649

0.56

63

3

T18A
m4n4T

4

4

18

0.6479

1.78

59

4

m4n4T
T16B

4

4

16

0.6225

1.35

21

5

m4n4T
T16C

4

4

16

0.6238

1.74

12

6

m4n4T
T16D

4

4

16

0.6235

0.56

11

7

m4n4T
T16E

4

4

16

0.6279

0.64

26

8

m4n4T
T18F

4

4

18

0.6427

1.23

26

9

T15
m4n6T

4

6

15

0.6909

1.03

33

10

m4n66T17

4

6

17

0.7186

1.30

55

11

m4n88T14

4

8

14

0.7399

1.01

47

12

m12nn4T18

12 4

18

0.6107

0.17

94

13

m12nn6T17

12 5

17

0.6527

0

114

14

m12nn8T14

12 6

14

0.6533

0

27

Compputational resuults show that near-optimal ssolutions for
15x15 grid instancess can be compputed approxim
mately on a
mality gap witthin less than
minute timescale, impposing an optim
2%. Thhese findings pprove computation of tight uupper bounds
on soluttion quality to be quite feasibble and realisticc in practice.
Bound tightness sugggests that reelaxed solutionn might be
further exploited whille decreasing ooptimality gap threshold to
mance. Near
improvee solution quuality and runn-time perform
optimall multi-agent ssolution may inn counterpart bbe computed
on a seecond timescalle for 10x10 ggrids. Generallly, the larger
the tim
me horizon thee larger the ruun-time, as soolution space
increasees exponentiallly with T. How
wever, we migght sometime
observee marginal gainn in performannce as indicatedd for n=2,4,6
highlighhting the value of consideriing a limited ttime horizon
outweigghing potentiaal benefits antiicipated from longer term
7

proojection, in parrticular when path
p
plans can be fully revisiited
aftter each visit/eepisode. In oth
her words, ev
ven though larger
tim
me horizon forr the studied scenarios
s
migh
ht turn out to be
com
mputationally prohibitive, possibly dem
manding seveeral
miinutes to ensurre solution opttimality conveergence, speciffied
me horizons in Table I are su
ufficient to dyn
namically build a
tim
patth plan one step
s
at a time, as the grid remains entirrely
vissible to the pllanner during planning. Thee largest 8-mo
ove
muulti-agent prob
blem investigatted still deliverring near-optim
mal
sollution within an
a approximateely 1-minute ru
un-time, involv
ves
8 agents over a 14 unit -tim
me horizon, ass exemplified by
t
case, the reported
r
path solutions coveer a
insstance 11. In that
siggnificant portio
on of interestin
ng cells as illu
ustrated by CP
POS
perrformance resu
ults. In effect, the
t total numbeer of moves nT
T to
be executed by the team alread
dy correspondss to half grid size
s
y path solutio
ons.
N/22, and thereffore leads to high quality
Uppgrading comp
putational pow
wer technology through fasster
harrdware and au
ugmented paralllel processing might ultimattely
exttend computab
ble T.
It is worth notticing that run
n-time is not only
o
impacted by
mbined team cardinality/plaanning time horizon
h
nT (paath
com
sollution space: 8nT) and relativee initial agent positions
p
but allso
by target multip
plicity creatin
ng additional visit contentiion
mong agents, and thereforee increasing problem-solviing
am
com
mplexity. In effect,
e
target multiplicity
m
geenerally tends to
natturally reduce objective funcction contributtion gaps amo
ong
griid cells, making
g more cells eq
qually attractiv
ve, and ultimateely
ressulting in high
her path soluttion quality co
ontention. Ageent
conntention is fu
urther exacerbaated by team cardinality (ee.g.
n=
=8), in which more
m
agents aree exposed to a larger numberr of
com
mpeting cand
didate cell visits,
v
increassing path pllan
com
mbinatorics. This
T is shown in
n Table I for data
d sets 12-14
4 in
whhich run-time for 12-target instances may
y reach up to
o 2
miinutes. Differeential run-time performance between
b
data sets
ue to additionaal contention induced
i
by teaam
12 and 13 is du
hat
ageent proximity when starting the search. Itt is observed th
tim
me horizon larg
ger than grid dimension (N1/22) makes probleem
inccreasingly com
mplex with target multip
plicity. 12-targ
get
prooblem scenario
os could be solved
s
within 2 minutes forr a
teaam involving up
u to 6 agentss. As mentioneed earlier, bou
und
tigghtness charactterizing Lagran
ngean relaxatiion path solutiion
miight be further exploited (locaal search) to sp
peed-up problemger agent team
ms.
sollving and possiibly handle larg
A separate lim
mited experimeent alternativeely confirms th
hat
weeight parameterrs, which transslate relative target
t
importan
nce
in the objectivee function (3
3), mainly op
perate as ageent
m
hig
ghattrractors. They represent a maain driver in magnifying
payyoff locations (attractors), expectedly im
mposing a stro
ong
biaas in directing more efforts (p
paid visits) tow
ward most valu
ued
tarrgets in priority
y, whenever neecessary.
S
Simulation ressults prove the
t
proposed approach veery
effficient. Provid
ding best or near optimal solution and
d a
com
mparative measure of efficciency (upper bound obtain
ned
froom Lagrangeaan integrality
y constraint relaxation) for
praactical size prroblems, the approach
a
coulld be repeated
dly
reuused in dynam
mic settings exploiting
e
inteermediate senssor
reaadings, given itts small run-tim
me.
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A typpical path soluution is shownn in Fig. 5. IIt should be
mentionned that cells ppresenting largee beliefs may ssometime be
visited less frequentlly than otherss depicting sm
maller belief
magnituudes. The reaason either rellates on the ggap between
conditioonal probabiliity of detecttion characterrizing some
targets w
which decreasee marginal retuurn differently after a visit,
or whenn cells bridge promising areeas, as illustratted in Fig. 5
wherebyy agent 4 visiit cell ‘0.23’ ((at the bottom)) only once,
whereass cell ‘0.2’ is aalternatively vissited by agent 2 and 3.

Fig. 5. 44-agent team paath solutions for 4 superimposed target belief
distributiions in a 10x10 ggrid, for T=10.

Basedd upon compuutational resultts, an analysiss shows that
search tteam behaviorr is ultimately conditioned bby the multitarget bbelief landscappe. Initial peakks and valleyss magnitudes
and spaatial distributioons determinee a full spectruum of agent
path sollution configurrations, from a complex web of entangled
agent trrajectories oveerlapping one another (e.g.. a near flat
landscap
ape), toward a spatially partiitioned agent rroute pattern
resultinng from a highhly well-structuured and conttrasted belief
ape with few distinct and ddistant pikes. IInitial belief
landscap
magnituude distributionn is primarily ddetermined by the variance
over prrobability of cell containm
ment for everyy target. As
probabiility sums up to one, highh-value beliefss commonly
indicatee a low occurrrence numberr of peaks (higgh variance)
asking for fewer sear
arching agents and visits, whereas quasi
similar (flat) beliefs (low variancee) correspondss to a small
numberr of high ppayoff locations, thereforre requiring
contribuutions from maany agents andd more visits too cover target
belief distribution, while makking path construction
computtationally morre challenging. In other resspect, belief
spatial distribution haas shown to siignificantly inffluence team
behavioor and individuual agent path solutions. Inn this regard,
large m
magnitude belieefs in conjunctiion with a smaall number of
aggregaated peaks for all targets, com
mbined to muttually distant
targets, eventually ooccurring at soome stage off the search,
inducess a propensitty to partitioon targets between team
memberrs. Accordinggly, multi-targget beliefs diistributed in
localizeed clusters perr target and diistant from onne another as
graphic ally exemplifieed in Fig. 6 (foor a 5x5 grid foor the sake of
8

computte a revisited soolution over a rrolling horizonn.
Futurre research ddirections willl consist in considering
generaliized sensor footprint, annd increasingly complex
observaation models (e.g. false-alarm
m) while extennding search
to moviing targets. Altternate researcch work will exxplore search
problem
m modeling vaariants involviing heterogeneeous sensing
agents.
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